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Abstract. An outline of the analysisof thestochastic dynamics of the blind adaptation of deckion
fcedbadr equalizers (DFEs) operating on noiselm, binary commuuication channels is presented. The
general mech.anism whereby the blind adaptation is flawed in the sense that t h a e Bdst attraction
points in parmeter space which lead to unequalLed systems is detined and c l d e d with an exnmple.
This bchaviour is predicted by defining the implicit a m r function whose gradient d&es the direction
of the drift of the adapting pclramctcm. Thin snafysia is complnnented by an averaging ~ a l y s i which
s
a h graphically illustrate the drift medrsnism.
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1. Introduction
Adaptation is mnployed in equalization when a channcl,
over wlricl~data is sent, is unknown and timeinwiant or
the ehimnel is slowly time-varying and necds to be tracked
[I]. Standard identification schemes normally requirechannel input at and output bt meamcements to identify the
chan~trl(see Fig.1). Of course if we had complete howledge of the real data a&a19ilahle a t the receiver then this
dcfcvts the purpose of equalization. So what is standard
in rxarticc is to send a known training
{.a t ). for a
- sequence
.
limited tirns duration during which the channel parameters
may be learnt. After training, with the equaliw correctly
ttmcd, unknown datn is sent and recovered a t the equalizer
output Z t with a sufficiently low probability ofermr. T .y.p
ically tlla adaptation during this time is left on to track
slow cltanzrcl variations. IIawever~in the abscncc of the
(kt~uwlrdgeaf the) real data a&,the data estimates Zk are
nsed in the adaptive algorithm.
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EZEEE Fig1 Adaptive Channel Equaliatica.
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thc difficulty of incorporating error propagationeffects [5,B]
into the analysis of adaptation. The prohlcm is mwt acute
when the DFE is poorly tuncd, then decision errom are
cammon (the w o r probability mny be high) and its recursive nature ensures continuing poor error performance.
In this situation the effects of errors will he to distort the
adaptation.
The other important component of any adaptation
scheme, particularly in the blind csse, is the chaice (or
designJof the algorithm. In the blind case, bccause the
statisties of the equalizer output govern the dynamics of
adaptation rather than the actual input datn, onc necds
to characterize the attraction points of thc algorithm car*
fully. In this work we wjU be interested in mme of the gross
properties of the dynamics of blind ndnptwtinn for DFEs.

2. System Description and Notation
2.1 Channel and Equalizer Models
The channel we consider is shown in Fig.2. It will bc modelled a.a filter, with impulse response {ho, h l , . ..}, drivcn
by binary data a h 6 {-l.+l] (where E denota the discrete time index). Additive zero-mean channel noise nt is
depicted in Fig.2 but in this work we will regard its influence as negligible relative to error propagation effects.
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Blind adaotation. in the sense that we define.. renm
scnts surnething quite'diffcrcnt [?I. As in the post-training
p h s c of standard adaptation, the data estimaks Zt are
used in lieu of the real data at, but never is a braining s a
quanee used. So channel identification is b d only on sigltvls bt and Gt. Therefore blind adaptation concern. g10M
convcmence issues whcn the input is unavailable and we
have uilreliable data estimates L a u s e the equalizer need
not 1,e tuned. There are a number of situations w h m blind
arlapttttion is important in practice such ss during a break
in tztt~ltipointcommunications, see (31.

A popular type of equalizer structure is the decision
fcrdbnek rqllalizer (DFE) which is a non-linear recursive
filter wlticl, ttti1i.c~ pnrt outputs
.. i n its fitt1.1. strnurttgrr 11). Thc liternture is thin on the subjc.ct of
lrlixrrl ialirptation of DFEs 141-thc principle reason being

..

The DFE stmcture we study, shorn in Fig.3, eonsists of an N-tap delay line, represented by wcigl~ts{d;}
adapted to minimize the (residual) intersymbol interima c e (ISI). The tapped delay line is fed by past dceisious
i i k E (-l,+l)which cnn lead to problems whcn past dccisiow are i n c n m t . This is the error nropagation mcclr
anim 15). Note that'in Fig.3, an additional weight do is
incorporated when forming an adnptntion error signal er
to mmpensate for the non-unity chsnnel term ha.
A more typical and indeed more general DFE strncture usually consists of a FIR filter iollowcd hy tho stnlcturc given in Fig.3. W e considcr thc aiml,lrr strurtvtlr I,ocause our aim is to understand thu cffcctv of error propagation on adaptation.

The fundamental DFE output equation deseribing the
non-adaptive operation, fmm Fig.2 and Fig.3, is given by
.
.

iit = s g n ( x h;nk-;

'-

i=o

xdiZt-;

+ nt).

(2.1)
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Fig.3 Blind Adaptive DFE
Remarks:
(i) The size of N Is chosen sufficiently large to model adequntely the IS1 present in the channel to ensure the
problem is well-posed.
(ii) We refer to a decision of the form Zt = sgn(hs) at-s
as correct with the agreed convention that 6 is some
well defined and fixed delay.
W e introduce a vector convention to simplify the presentation: if we define the tmeated channel impuise response
vector as H 4 (ho, h r , ..., h ~ ) E' ElN+',then by convention _X 2 (h,, hz, . .., h ~ ) E' iRN We also define the
vector Dk 2 (do. dl, .. . , d,v)t1 E iRN+' of time-varying
tap weights at time k along with its associated vector
-Dk E iRN. Further, the vectors representing the past and
present data is At A (at, ak-1, ... at-N)' E RIN+'. In
our analysis, we will also be using _At E iRN, i t E nN+'
and
E JZN with obvious definitions.
With these definitions, (2.1) can be written succinctly

.

gt

-

.nk.= sgn(AtfH- &'gt + Qt)
.

(2.2)

where Qt represents a perturbation to the ideal DFE system which we will take to be zem.

2.2 Blind Adaptation Schemes
Our emphasis in this paper is with bow error propagation
in a DFE interacts with and distorts the stochastic dynamics of adaptation. The simplest blind adaptation scheme
(Fig.3) that e m be employed which updates the taps D I ,
effectivelyidentifying the channel, takes the form
where
et

& At'H

- Ak'Dt.

(2.3b)

This is a blind algorithm because we use past decisions
from {Ct] rather than the true data {or] as the components in the regressor vector. The d a r e m t k represents
the discrepancy between the input and the renormalized
output of the alicer (see Fig.3). The scalar 7 in (2.3a)
represents a small (time-invariant) adaptive gain.

3. Parameter Space Partition
In this section we quickly review some known results for
DFEs regarding the relationship between regions in parameter space and finite state Markov processes (FSMPs). For
a fixed channel H , we define the following hyperplanes in
Dt-space (note do is unconstrained):
{Dk E iRN+I: At'H =

3r'~t).

(3.1)

as we-vary across all possible values taken by At E zN+'
and _A, E zN.Rom (2.2) it is clear that these hyper-

planes define the manifolds in LQN+' for which the argument of the signum function in (2.2) is potentially small.
These planes act as switching surfaces in the following
sense. De6nc an atomic state 171

Then fmm (2.2) whenever the dlannel parameters satisfy
(3.1) there exists an atomic state Xt m d current input
a t such that an arbitrarily small perturbation in _Dk (do
has no effect) can change a decision iit = +1 to Zt =
-1 (or vice-versa). Before describing the significance of
these hyperplmes to the stochnstie modelling we give an
example.
Example:
Let N = 2, ho = 1, hl = 4, and h2 = 3.
The 4N = 16 lines which partition Dt-space are given by
dl f dz = (, for C E {O. -t2, f6, f8) according to (3.1).
These lines are depicted in Fig.4. (The point _D = _X is
indicated by a cross.)
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Polytopes for the 11=(1.4,3)' Channel. E

The hyperplanes above partition Dt-space into a eollection of polytopes. The property of polytapes which we
need hen is that one emnot distinguish between any two
DEE Dt parameter settings within a given polytope based
on observations of the output (iit] alone. Two DFEs in
the same polytope with the same initial conditions and input sequences produce identical outputs Zt. Next we move
on to some statistical modelling.
Asrumplion: The input binary sequence {at) forms an
equi-probable i.i.d. binary sequence.
Then we have a k i t e state Markov process describing the
stochastic dynamics of the DFE, with 4N states given by
all oossible values of XI. (3.2).
. . see 171.
. . One can verify there
is a one-to-one correspondence between polytopes and sets
of FSMPs. So the conceptual picture is that as we drift
(slowly) through parameier space the underlying FSMP,
which governs the full joint statistics of the input a t and
output iit of a fixed DFE, changes (abruptly) only when
we e m s polytope boundaries. Inside a given polytope we
model the {Zt) process by the stationary behaviour of its
associated FSMP. When the input inpendence assumption
above does not hold and we have input correlation it is posdevice 18.91.
sible to still use a FSMP as an approximation
..
. .
Alternatively we may, in most cases, extend the Markovl
state space and retain an exact description.
Note that in principle the FSMP provides sufficient
information to calculate, in our ease, stationary entities of
the form

R & E(A^~A^~')

C & E{&A*')

(3.3)

which are expressible in terms of an invnriant probability
measure via an unilluminating calculation.

4. Equilibria and Averaging Analysis
4.1 Wiener-tlopf Solution
Our first task is to determine the locations of the sttraction
(urluilibrium) l'oilrts in Dt-space for the weights when the
algoritiun (2.3) serhs to ntinimire some error criterion.
Consider Fig.5 wl~iclasimply redraws a portion of Fig.?.
and Fig.3. This figure suggests that iik can he infcrpretcd
as an irlput scqtrenec cuul that 5t can be interpreted as a
noiscl~ssdcsired re!sponse. Thus the problem now looks
cli=ir.;d. A s is well kuowr~,the u1,jcctive of the "LAIS"
RI~,o~~LIuII
(2.3) is to nlininlize the ruean square error d e
finer1 by ((DI) = E ( r : ( ~ t ) ] which is a quadratic function
of D t ruid hence mi-modal. The tap weight setting, D,,
fequilil,rit~rn),which gives the minimum mean square error
is giv<sllby the classienl disercte time Wirncr-Hapi formtlls
[l(ll:
D , ~ ~ { . X ~ . i ~ , ) - ' ~ { . i ~ b ~ ) (4.1)

where, from (3.3) wc have assumed det(R) # 0. Note,
from this point nu we conrider only the case wllen R is

kSk
c%- 4

do+dlq-'+...+ dNq-N

-

S Fig.5 Equivalent Wiener Filler Problem.
non-singular. \Ve will see that this restriction is justifiable
whcn we conic to 55.5.
In reality, bt is not a user s u p p l i e d r q ~ c n cbut
e simply
the noisclcss cllannel output which in our case is identified
wit11 bt fi Ak'H (Fig.2). Hence (4.la) may beexpanded to
DW 4 E { ~ ~ & , ) - ' E ( ~ ~ H
A , ' ) (4.20)
= R-' C H.

(4.26)
This formula for Dm m a k e a qualitative and quantitativc analysis nian! accessible. Specifically, it is clear that
D, = sgn(ho) 11 ouly tmxlcr special circumstances and this
higlrlights a r ~ ~ n j oproblem
r
of 11Lincladaptation with DFEs,
i.e., sgn(ho) H (which we will sce is the desired tap weight
setting 15)) ncerl not be a global attraction point for the
adaptation algorithm.
The mean square error surface is quadratic with R = I
in the training sequcncc case, because the input is i.i.d.,
thus uncorn:latcd. Wit11 blind adaptation we will see that
locally tlic mc4an q u u m error surface is quadratic (although
R # I in general) given stationarity of the output {Zt]
process. Thc ahove mniysis arsurncs matrices R and C
are constant. W e qrlodiiy this assumption for the blind
DFE case latcr, bul first w e move onto sllothcr result.

ti% now analyzc the adnptntion equations (2.3). Sobstituting theexpression for theerror r t (2.3b) into the LMS
tap wight update equation (2.3a) we obtain

ot+,= (I-

D~

+ 7 A;A~'H.

(4.3)

If-, is sufficiently small, then the increment in going from
Dt to Dt+, will also be small (noting that all quantities in
(4.3) are kunded). Further, we might anticipate that the
matrices Ak.4t' and AtAt' take on n large number of (statistically) difTcrcnt vsiucs whilst ( D t ) evolves "cry little
xith time. Hence we might predict that the deterministic
equation describing the mean tap trsjeetory, (Dt)], takes
thc form,

-

Et+, = ( 1 - 7 ~ { i t i t ' ) ) 6 t +.-rE{,?4t1] H(4.4n)
=(I-TR) E ~ + T C H .
(4.45)
The formal justification that (4.4b) is indeed the correct
equation as 7 -+ 0 may be found in the literature [12,13)
and further study shows that the trajectories of (4.3) eluster closely about the slutions of (4.4b). This property is
apparent in our later example in $5.2.
We mdie some obsenrations regarding (4.4b). It is
straightforward to wrify that: (a) Dm (4.2b) is indeed
the equilibrium of the averaged (mean) equation (4.4b),
and (b) the mean equation (4.4b) is stable if and only if
7 X,(R)
< 2, where A,(R) is the maximum eigenvalue
of R.

5. Tap Trajectories During Adaptation
5.1 Piecewise Constant Behaviour
With this section we bring together our previous, largely
disconnected, results regarding the polytopes (53), finite
state Warkov processes ($3 and $4.1, see also [7]), and the
averaging analysis (54.2). We will demonstrate that the
blind LMS algorithm (2.3a) can be (hut is not necessarily) attracted to undesirable regions of Dt-space where the
channel is not correctly equalized and the error rates arc
unacceptably high (even in the absence of noise).
The parameters which determine the dynamics of the
mean equation (4.4b) are the covariance matrices R a n d C.
We &ornet these matricesearlier in $3and we showed they
could be evaluated with the assistance of FSMPs. Now,recall our one-to-one correspondence between the polytopes
and FShlPs (or more generally state transition diagrams,
$3). Hence, in D t - s p a the matrices R and C will be
constant only whilst the tap setting DL remains inside arly
one of the Dt-space polytopes (assuming steady state of
the underlying FSMP). Therefore, we have shown (albeit
informally):

4.2 Averaged Equation Trajectory

Propodtion I:

To characterize tlre attraction points for the blind a l g o
ritll~n(2.3) il is sufficientto define the error function implicit in the ndn1,tation. A close parallel exists here with
the work of Vrnlli Ill], cxeept he treats linear equalizat i I t i .
However hccausc of thc conceptual
aid wl~icltit i~Korrlsit i~ clcsirnblc to co~nplemenkthis error stlrfi~rrimrlgsis with avemging tltmry to describe the
mrim drift of t l ~ !Dk pirran~etcru.
111 this section we will give an rxprr:ssion for the mean
tn~jcrtoryfor tlic: till, woiglrts Dt ~u tltey drift towards the
er181ilil>ritlrnD,,,givc.8 1)y (4.21,). awtrn!ing R and C a r e
constaut, for the mornont. T l ~ cmean trajectory is in the
scnsc of the ensnnhle of iztlntt sequences {ak]. Havrever,
t l s rnmn trajectory is i~lsr,vnl~tnblcin that individual re
aliirntionx will taral to clo~sterclorly shout this m-,
at
least for sofiieirntly srlmll gain 7 as we will see fmm an
example.

are piecewise

In steady state, the matrices R and C
constant functions of D t , whcrc the pieces
are precisely the Dt-space polytopes bounrlcd by the
hyperplanw (3.1).

Remarks:
(i) To emphasize R a n d C a r e functions only of the polytope P for which D t E P, we writr: R ( P ) and C(P).
(ii) Within each polytope the mean trnjcetory (4.4b) is
determined by a constant coefficient, linear, detenninistie difference equation. Hence. over the wholc Dkspace, the averaged trajectory desrribiug tlxc complete
adaptation is determined by a piecewisc constant cuefficient, linear, deterministic differenceequntioh (see
the example in 55.2), possibly with bounrlary conditions.
The next property is an embcllishmcnt of Proposition 1,
and the omitted proof is asimple &ant of [21, eqn (2.31)].

pret Fig.6. It shows an insert of Fig.6 with a single (bold)
avezaged trajwtory (plucked from Fig.6) and four realizations initialized from (0.7.0)' (i.e.. simulations according.
t o (4.3) generated via a random number generator) which
appear
to cluster about the averngrd trjectory. Nats for
.
this examole therc arc onlv three locnllv attninal,l<: calnilibria at (1.4,3)', (4,3,0); and (4.667.'5.333,3.667)'. ' In
Fig.6 the 2D projections of these equilibria (depicted as
small circles) are given by (4,3)', (3,O)' and (5.333,3.667)'
and thfpe appear R.I (laenl) nttrnrtinn points for the mean
trajectories. Thc last eqoilihriom sllnws blind nclnptation
based on the blind algorithm (2.3) may be flawed in thc
sense that it does not correspond to an eq~raliacdsystem
(whereas the first two do, corresponding to delay-0 and
dealy-1 systems, respectively).

Proposition 2: The error surface ((Dt) & E(C:(D~))
is a piecewise (polytopewise) quadratic function of Dt
xiwen
- by
((or.

p ) = ~r~

- 2H,qP)Dt

+

Dk,R(P)Dt,

(j,l)

~

Rcmnrks:
~~~~~~~.~
-

.

.

(i) The minimum of the mean square error ((DEQ(P))associated with a polytope p , in terms of H, can be written CM(P) = H 1 ( I - C(P)'R(P)-' C(P)) H. Howcwr, if D.,(P) lies outside P then t11ir miriimum nccd
not be achievable.
(ii) Whenever ha # 0 we will see in 55.3 that the global
minimum mean square error at Dm & sgn(ho) H is
zero for the polytope which contains Dm, and is locally attainable, in the sense described in the following
paragraph.
(iii) The training sequence adaptation error surface has a
unique minimum. Blind DFE adaptation has potentially as many equilibria as there are polytopes!
In review, with each polytope P we have asvlciated an
equilibrium (potential attraction point for the blind a d a p
tation algorithm) given by D,(P) = R(P)-'C(P) H. It
is natural to classify two types of equilibria aceording t o
whether or not the following property holds:
Dejnition: D.,(P) is locaily orrainable if D,(P) E P.
If D,(P) is locally attainable then {Dt) will tend to move
towards and settle down around it, whenever D t E P. Otherwise. { D t E P ) will tend to move towards the boundary
?3Pof P nearest to D,(P) and thus head on into an adjacent polytope. So all locally attainable equilibria are real
attraction points for the blind algorithm. Tho example in
the next sul>seetionbest illustrntes these ideas.

5.2 Example of Averaged Trajectory
As in $3 we choose the example ho = 1, hl = 4 and hz = 3.
In Fig.6 we have platted a large number of averaged trajectories according to (44b) with -( = 0.01, noting that
the R and C matrices are now dependent on the polytopes (pictured in Fig.5). Note Fig.6 is a two-dimensional
projection of Dk-space, therefore some of the averaged trajectories only appear to cross. The starting do-component
for all trajectories was arbitrarily selected at zero. Naturally the mean evolution of do during adaptation cannot
be discerned in such a figure. Clearly a predictable relaction phenomenon is indicated as we pass across polytope
boundaries.

- Fig.7

Averaged li-ajectory wilh 4 Realizations

=

5 3 Approximate and Exact Equilibria

-

The equilibria predicted by the thmry devclopcd are irnplicitly based only on mean bchaviour (4.4b). However we
note that part of the driving term of thr edaptatlon cqoation (2.3a) is giver, by r t ( 2 3 ) . Error r b in turn is only
identically zero (for all I;) w l r n Dk = Dm P q g. n.( h O )II
(given ho f 0; the proof is straightforward and omitted). So we say that only Dm is an czact equilibrium
in the sense that <&(Dm)= 0. All othcr locally nttainablr
equilibria are termed approzimntr rqnilihria and tllc p11ysical manifestation of a locally attainable equilibrium with
er(D,(P)) > 0 is that the sequence [Dx] is observed to
jiggle about (but generally stay in the vicinity of) Dw(P).
This phenomenon is apparent in the lower left of Fig.8.
The questions arise 1141:
(a) Regarded as asmall noise can the variations in rt (estimating the gradient) drive { D t ] away from D,(P)
such that [ D t ) hits the boundary W ?
(b) What is the expected time to do so?

In the stochastic process literature (151 this is known as
an exit problem. These are crucial questions because if
the DFE hangs at an equilibrium Dw(P) corresponding to
high error rates, e.g., D., = (4.667,5.333,3.667)' in Fig.6,
then an unacceptably high exit time hns serious practical
consequences. On an equal footing we may ask about exit
timw from regions of correct eqtrdisntion and consider thc
consequences. Also channel noise can have precisely the
same effect as is well known. These quentions are the nub
jeet of current research and answers we not presented in
this paper.

5.4 Delay-type Equilibria Local Attainability

Fig.6 Refracting Averaged Trajectories. EESEE
Figure 7 shows the precise sense in which to i n t e r

In this section we consider those aggregations of polytopes
in Dt-space which yield a decision sequence which is a delay of the input (with an associated possible sign change)
under stesdy state, i.e..% = sgn(ha) n i - 6 , Vk. Wc sew this
hehaviour was possible in our exnmple in Fig.6. L4'c derive
necessary (and conjecture sufficient) conditions for attainability of the attraction points of these groups of polytopes

fur blind algorithms in terms of the channel parameters.
Let oa & sgn(hs), then rewriting (2.1) we have,
2, = s ~ (haat-6
n

+

+ t5(6)).
N

whcre

Ut(6) & u s

.

A-,

Vk(6)

.

d,-a(at-;
,=6+1

w

0 5 6 5 N (5.20)

- os&+6ii)
..

(5.26)

1
.

h+t-i+x (hi-oadi-&)at-i-xdi;k-i.
,-o
1=6+1
r=~-a+,

(5.2~)

W e also dcfine an upper bomd on (5.2~)

Propodion 5: w+(6) ir dosed for at most one 6.
Proposition 5 can be viewed as a special case of a more
n~
that
general problem, now considered. ~ a v i established
only under
conditions w+(6,
. . . is closed and inde
composable, the crucial question arisesas to whether it can
be d e d from an arbitrary atomic state Xt E R\w+(6)
by at least one input sequence. Then there are a number
of side issues related to this, e.g.;
(a)
. . the expected caDture
time by w+(6), (b) which channels have an acceptable c a p
ture time, etc., (set (7)). A full answer to this question is
not yet known. W e present the following result (Proposition 6) and important conjecture (Conjecture 7).

1

The reason for the curious decomposition given by (5.2a)
will become clearer later. We will see that 6 corresponds to
a nominal time delay and oa E (-1, +I), corresponds to an
associated s i p cbange of the channel-DEE combination.
We define two proper subsets of the set R of all 4N
atomic states Xt (3.2), parametrized by 0 5 6 < N. (The
case 6 = N needs to be treated separately hut fortunately
is easily disposed of.) Dcfute.
w+(6)

{Xt E a:

w-(6)

{

zt-i

= +oa at-&-;, i = 1,

a: iit-, = -C6

~E t

at-6-i,

..., N - 6 )

i = I, .. ., N -6)

both of which consist of collections of ZN+' atomic s t a t a
where (precisely) the N-6 most recent decisions are of the
form ii,. = +us a,-a and ii, = -06 a,-&, respetiuely.
Note the definitionsof 4 6 ) simply express that tho
tnetr~beratomic state vectors have their N + ith compe
nent equal to f o s times the 6 + ith component for i =
1. 2, ... N - 6, and thus these subsets are in effect indepenrlent of k (as the notation suggests). We are aiming for
conditions under wllichonly tbeatomic states in w+(6) E R
are recurrent. Thtt standard nation of a closed subset of R
will cmsiderably simplify development.

.

DeJinition: A subset ofQ is closed if any transition from
airy one atomic state in the subset is only to anather
atomic state within the subset.
The following statements are equivalent: (a) SupX1 e
w+(6), then all future (rn t k) decisions are of the form
a, = *oa a,-s.
(b) w+(6) is closed. Hence to invcstigate
channel-DFE combinations yielding simple time delay h e
haviour we need only to determine when a 4 6 ) is dosed
and reachable from arbitrary states within Q. The following proposition narmws our investigations by ahowing a
DFE can never behave consistently according to the law
a, = -06 a,-& when in a steady state stochastic environment, and it also gives necessary and sufficient conditions
for w+(6) closure.

-

-

Proposition 3:

(a)

w+(6) is dosed if and only if

[ha1 > Vm(6).
(5.4)
(b) w-(6) isnever a closed subset.
If (5.4) holds, then contriving an input sequence which
visits all atomic states in w+(6) when the initial state is in
u+(6) is straightforward. Thiz shows no propa subset of
w+(6) is closed assuming w+(6) itself is closed (i.e., w+(6)
ir a set of recurrent states). We formulate this as:
Proposition 4: w+(6) is indecompapable.
Tbc inequality (5.4) can only hold for at mast one
valuc of 6. We state this result as Proposition 5.

<

Proposition 6: k t lhs > Vw(6) for some 0 6 < N.
Then the following alternative conditions are sufficient
to guarantee that there exists an input sequence such
that N 6 consecutive 2, = +us a,-& decisions are
marlarl;
(i) 6 = 0, 1, N 2, N - 1, N (and thw cases N =
1. 2. 3. 4).
(ii) qsgn(d1) = t12sgn(dz) = ...= qNW6
sgn(d~-6)for
q E (+1, -1).

-

-

<

Conjechrn 7: h t [ha) > Vm(6) for some 0 6 < N.
Then there exists an input sequence such that N-6 con-

secutive decisions ate made of the form ;
,= +06
Remarlts:
(i) With (5.4) satisfied, and the hypothesis of Pmpasition 6 fulfilled, w+(6) is dosed, indecomposable and
reachable, so that P r ( X t E u+(6)) -r 1 exponentially fast as k -r m. Hence under stationarity the
channel-DFE combination pmduces d~iisionsof the
form ii, = +as a,-& if and only if )ha) > V,(6)
with w+(6) reachable.
(ii) Given a time-invariant channel H,dcfine the following regions (at least one dws exist) of Dt-space, by
rewriting (5.4):

(These regions for 6 > 0 generalize a condition derived
by Jemings 141.) Then 2, = +us a,-6 under steady
state conditions only if D t E J(6) and sometimes if
(according to the reachability of w+(6) and the initial
conditions). Note this region may also he written p6 >
))I),-06 S~NI I I I 1 . where Si denotes an i x i matrix
of super-diagonal ones. Hence the projection of 3(6)
onto _DI-spacedefines an L-ball with centre 06 gN_H
and raditm pa. (Note the do component of Dt does not
play a role in the constraint in (5.5a).) Region J(6)
is non-empty only if pa > 0. Note for our example
in Fig.6, 3(O) m d J(1) sre non-empty because
=
l b ) = 1 > O a n d p l = Ihl1-lhol = 3 > O , but.7(2)
is empty beenuse h = Ih21 - )hll lho[= -2 < 0.
Now on to the main result which shows it is simple to cheek
for the edstenceof delay-lih attraction points for the blind
algorithrna for the adaptive DFE.

-

Theorem 8: A necessarycondition for the 'ZMS" blind
adapt;* algorithm

-

where

Dt+x = Dk +7 et At

to have a locally attainable equilibrium corresponding to
the channel-DFE combination producing delay decisions
of the form ii,= +oa a,-& under steady state is ps > 0
(5.5b). The equilibrium is given by D,(P) f aa&+,H,
i.e., a simple shift of H with a possjble sign flip. The
cond~tionis also sufficient when w+(6) is reachable ( h m
all atomic states in R \ w+(6)).
Remarks:
(i) For 6 = 0, D,(F) = Dm & + o(0) H is always l o
cally attainable whenever ho # 0 and achieves the
global minimum mean square ermr of zero, i.e., is an
exact equilibrium. (If ho = 0 then trivially Dm(P) =
+a, SN+, H is always locally attainable and exact,
and so on.)
(ii) The "LhlS" qualifier in the theorem statement is superfiuous. The same result holds for any adaptation
algorithm which seeks to minimize the mean square
error (2.3b).

and the (Zt] is independently distributed. Then for
some 6 6 (0, ..., N}, there holds

-

a t = 06 at-a

V(ar)

where a 6 P sgn(h6).
If the conjecture held we would have a way of statistically testing the output o f a DFE to prove it wss correctly
equalizing the channel up to R delay. Thc corresponding
question for the simpler DDE is solved in (161.

6. Conclusion
We have used averaging theory and the theory of finite
state Markov proeeses to describe the stocha-tic dynamics
of blind adaptation of DFEs. Many open problems remain
but we have been successful in characterizing those classes
of equilibria leading to correct equalization. Hopefully our
toole may be extended t o provide decper insights into the
operation of blind adaptive DFEs.

5.5 White Equilibria
As we have earlier commented, when b = + a 6 at-8. the
(Zt] process is composed of a sequence of independent
equi-probable binary random variables. Let us term any
wlrite a white cquilibequilibrium with the (Ztl
. . process
.
rium. In this subsection, we shall present further results
on this class and indicate some open problems.
1% now eivc two closelv related ~rooositionswhich
imply that adaptation should be restricted to aweU defmed
region of Dt-space.

-

. .

Proposition 9: Suppose (Zt) farms a n i.i.d. binary random scquencc (under steady state). Then
IIHII, > II-Dtll,.
(5.6)
Remarks:
(i) As an example this region is shown shaded as a dialnond in Fig.4. Here H = (1,4,3)' and we need
Idl/ Id21 <-8; the output of the DFE can be independent only whilst (dl,d2)' lies within this diamond.

+

(ii) l/H/l, is the peak excunion of the noiseless channel
output when driven by an independent binary input.
Hence we can estimate l]Hlll by channel output measurements and thus impose during adaptation the requirement that { D t ) not leave (5.6).
Proposition 10: Ifdet(R(P)) = 0 then
>
Remarks:
(i) This justifies the earlier restriction that weshouldonly
consider polytopes P satisfying det(B(P)) # 0, because otherwise we would be coosidering a region of
Dt-space which is complementary to the I!-ball which,
by Proposition 9, contains the only polytopca of inter<.st nnd to which ndnptntion is nrnsibly constmined.

/lctll, IIHII,.

(ii) When N = 1 and tV = 2, or when all d, are zero
(which oecun in decision directed equalization), we
can show that the only way the output {Zt] can be
white is for the DFE to produce decisions of the form
a, = +a6 a,-&, for some 6 (only one).
Our nunlysis lmcls to tltc following conjecture:

-

(DFE) Conjecture 11: Lct { a t ) be an independent sequence of m d o m variables taking raluep io { - I , +1)
with equal probability. Suppose that
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